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Upcoming
PPA Event
Richland Village, a Pinelands Village in Atlantic County

Native plant sale at the
Bishop Farmstead

Saturday, April 27th
11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
We’ll have lots of plants to
choose from, including
natives of the Pinelands
and of New Jersey in
general, from Asters and
Bearberry to Vervain and
Winterbery. We hope to
see you there!

17 Pemberton Road
Southampton, NJ 08088
T – 609.859.8860
F – 609.859.8804
Email: ppa@pinelandsalliance.org
Web: www.pinelandsalliance.org

Sewer Service mapping of Pinelands Villages
The Pinelands Preservation Alliance
(PPA) has submitted comments on the proposed Future Wastewater Service Area
(FWSA) maps published by the Department
of Environmental Protection (DEP) for
Atlantic and Cape May Counties. These
maps have been submitted by the counties as
part of the ongoing planning process by the
DEP to update sewer service areas to meet
the requirements of the federal Clean Water
Act. These maps, if adopted, will supersede
all wastewater service area mapping currently contained in the WQM Plans for these
counties. The DEP should not adopt the
FWSA maps as proposed because it wrongfully includes all Pinelands Villages, regardless of circumstances, planning considerations or municipal consent, in expanded
sewer service areas; and because it incorporates land into sewer service areas that is
environmentally sensitive under the standards of the Water Quality Management
Planning Rules.
The issue of Pinelands Villages arises
because the great majority of Villages in
these counties have never before been
included in sewer service areas. The pro-

posed FWSA would include all Villages in
expanded sewer service areas without any
basis in applicable Pinelands, Water Quality
Management Planning (WQMP) or other
land use regulations or municipal planning
decisions and objectives. PPA is opposed to
including Pinelands Villages in sewer service
areas for the following reasons:
1. There Is No Legal Requirement that
Pinelands Villages Be Included in Sewer
Service Areas
Neither the WQMP Rules nor the
Pinelands Comprehensive Management Plan
(CMP) requires that Pinelands Villages be
added to expanded sewer service areas in the
current round of updated County Plans. The
Pinelands CMP permits, but does not require,
Villages to be sewered. In fact most have
never been in sewer services areas throughout the Pinelands’ 32 years of existence. The
WQMP Rules do not require that any area
not previously within a sewer service area be
added in the current revisions; instead, the
Rules provide minimum standards that any
sewer service areas, including expansions,
must meet in order to be approved.
continued on page 2

With respect to the Pinelands CMP, detailed land use
planning and zoning for Pinelands Villages is left to the
discretion of the municipalities consistent with the broad
standards of the CMP. Among those standards are that “the
character and magnitude” of any proposed use “is compatible with existing structures and uses in the Village ….” By
adopting a sweeping inclusion of all Pinelands Villages in
sewer service areas, without regard to their individual character or any individualized planning process for each
Village, DEP would violate both the spirit and the letter
intent of the CMP.

Memorandum of Understanding, but that document cannot
lawfully require the expanded sewer service areas, it would
be unlawful for DEP to adopt the proposed FWSA.

2. The Memorandum of Understanding Between the
Pinelands Commission and DEP Does Not Provide a
Lawful Basis To Add Pinelands Villages to Sewer Service
Areas

For example, Buena Vista Township’s zoning and land
use ordinances governing its Pinelands Villages of Buena
Vista are inconsistent with inclusion in sewer service areas
in two ways. First, the permitted densities could not support sewer treatment, as the zoning mandates minimum lot
areas of between 2.5 acres (PVR1 and PVRC Districts) and
10 acres (PV1). Second, the Township’s land use ordinance
provision on Public Service Infrastructure permits centralized wastewater treatment and collection facilities only to
service its Forest Area, Agricultural Production Area and
Rural Development districts – not its Pinelands Villages.

3. Sewer Service Area Designation Conflicts with
Lawful, Certified Municipal Zoning for Many Pinelands
Villages
All Pinelands Villages at issue have municipal zoning,
which the Pinelands Commission has previously certified as
complying with the CMP. Many of these Villages have zoning that is inconsistent with installation of sewers.

Both DEP staff and the Pinelands Commission have
informed the Pinelands Counties that they must include all
Pinelands Villages in the sewer service areas as part of their
Water Quality Management Plans, citing the Memorandum
of Understanding between the Pinelands Commission and
DEP dated April 9, 2012. Consistent with this position, the
public notice for the Atlantic County proposed FWSA states
that some areas have been added to sewer service areas in
the proposed map “based on ... the requirements of the
Pinelands Comprehensive Management Plan.” Counties,
such as Ocean County, which did not put all Villages in
sewer service areas in their initial submissions to DEP have
been required to do so. In sum, both the Pinelands
Commission and DEP read the Memorandum of
Understanding as requiring DEP to add all Pinelands
Villages to sewer service areas, and on this basis DEP in
turn told the Counties they must include all Villages in the
revised sewer service areas.

4. WQMP Rules Require Municipal Agreement To
Expand a Sewer Service Area into a Pinelands Village,
and Several Municipalities Have Not Given Such Consent
The WQMP Rules require that municipalities consent to
the expansion of sewer service areas within their jurisdiction. As noted above, one fundamental requirement the
Rules place on DEP is that it “Coordinate and integrate
WQM plans with related … local comprehensive land use,
functional and other relevant planning activities, programs
and policies.” One way the Rules ensure this coordination
is to require municipal consent to expansion of sewer service areas. Thus, the WQMP Rules require that wastewater
management planning agencies provide DEP with “written
statements of consent for wastewater management plans”
from “the governing bodies” of each municipality affected.

This position, however, has no basis in the WQMP Rules
or in the Pinelands CMP – nor even in sound planning. In
a letter dated August 27, 2012, Nancy Wittenberg, the
Executive Director of the Pinelands Commission, agrees that
the November 2012 Memorandum of Understanding did not
change the law or rules governing Pinelands Villages in any
way. As explained above, before the MOU, neither the CMP
nor DEP’s Water Quality Management Planning (WQMP)
Rules law require that Villages be included in sewer service
areas. That remains the case after the Memorandum of
Understanding.

In this case, at least some of the Atlantic County municipalities affected by the proposed expansion of sewer services areas to cover all Pinelands Villages have not consented, but have objected to the expansion and provided cogent
planning reasons for doing so. We are aware that Buena
Vista, Mullica and Weymouth Townships and Estell Manor
City have done so, and it is possible others have as well. In
the absence of any planning or environmental process or
rationale for each Village in question, DEP may not simply
ignore these municipal objections and sweep all Villages
into new sewer service areas.

The fact that Wastewater Management Plans must be
coordinated with the Pinelands Protection Act and CMP,
cannot justify an across-the-board expansion of sewer service areas to all Pinelands Villages because neither the Act
nor the CMP require sewering of Villages or give the
Commission authority to require sewering of Villages.
Indeed, it is the express policy of the Pinelands program to
allocate the decision whether or not to permit sewering of
Villages to municipal government, consistent with the
CMP’s minimum standards and permitted uses for Villages
(such as maintaining the character and magnitude of existing uses).

It may be argued that DEP or a County may expand a
sewer service area without the municipality’s consent in a
case where the area in question is failing to meet state or
Pinelands water quality standards due to excessive or concentrated septic effluent, as conversion to a sewer treatment
system would solve a water quality violation. In the present case, however, no agency has made such a determination for all – or even, so far as PPA knows, for any – of the
Pinelands Villages in question – much less justified inclusion of entire Villages in expanded sewer service areas
based on such a rationale.

Consequently, DEP should not approve WQMPs that
include Villages which were previously not in sewer service
areas and inform the Counties that they may apply to
include specific Villages in expanded sewer service areas
under the normal standards governing such expansions,
including obtaining municipal consent. Indeed, since the
inclusion of Villages in expanded sewer service areas in this
case is based entirely on DEP’s application of the

5. The Maps Under Consideration Provide Insufficient
Information To Evaluate or Justify Approval
While the WQMP Rules require that Wastewater
Management Plans (WMPs), including sewer service area
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maps, provide substantial information to justify each plan,
DEP proposes to approve revised sewer service areas in isolation from any such information – at least, no such information has been provided to the public. This lack of information makes it impossible for the public to evaluate the
maps, or for DEP to approve the maps as meeting regulatory
requirements or the sound planning objectives, which these
requirements are designed to achieve. Since sewer service
area maps are a part of the whole WMP, such maps cannot
be justified in isolation from the WMP.

The DEP will be taking additional comments in the weeks
ahead on all the Pinelands counties proposed Future
Wastewater Service Area (FWSA) maps because just as the
Pinelands Villages were included in Atlantic and Cape May
Counties revisions will be made in the Ocean, Burlington and
the Gloucester County maps. Watch PPA’s web site in the
coming weeks for information on where to submit your written comments! Or email Theresa at Theresa@pinelandsalliance.org for an update.

The WQMP Rules require, for example, that WMPs
include sewer service area mapping that will “provide adequate wastewater service for … [l]and uses allowed in zoning
ordinances that have been adopted and are in effect under
SNJSA 40:55-D-62” or must “identify relevant zoning ordinances on which the wastewater management plan is based
specifying the type, density, and intensity of land use allowed
in each district.” The Rules also state that DEP will only
adopt a wastewater management plan, plan update or plan
amendment “if the applicant demonstrates compliance with
the requirements in this section for existing and future
wastewater treatment needs, water supply demands, and
nonpoint sources of pollution.” No such information is provided to the public in either Atlantic or Cape May County’s
submission subject to the current public comment and
approval process.

PPA’s full comments can be viewed at:
www.pinelandsalliance.org/protection/ppatestimony/

With respect to water supply, for example, the Rules
require that DEP “will only adopt a WMP, WMP update or
WMP amendment if water supply needs associated with the
environmental build-out are demonstrated to be met with
existing, new or expanded water supplies that do not conflict
with the most current New Jersey State Water Supply Plan,
regional water supply plans, or TMDLs adopted as WQM plan
amendments ….” The Rules provide specific information
requirements to make such demonstrations. Again, no such
information is provided in support of the proposed mapping.

New Barnegat Bay Low Impact Development Guide
Come Learn More!
Wednesday, March 20, 2013 from 9:30AM to 12 Noon
Ocean County Library - Mancini Hall
Toms River, NJ

6. DEP Has No Authority To Adopt Maps that Include
Environmentally Sensitive Areas in Sewer Service Areas
DEP has declared that, contrary to the express requirements of the WQMP Rules, it will not remove land from
sewer service areas that meet the Rules’ standards as environmentally sensitive “in recognition of the nature and scope of
the New Jersey Pinelands Commission’s (Commission) regulation and oversight of land use and development within the
Pinelands Area ….” This vague reference to the Commission’s
“regulations and oversight” provides no lawful basis to violate the express requirements of the duly adopted WQMP
Rules.

Sponsored by 10th Legislative District, PPA, Save Barnegat
Bay and American Littoral Society
Please RSVP to Jaclyn@pinelandsalliance.org or
609-859-8860 ext.18

Free guides will be provided at this workshop

Moreover, the WQMP Rules are, in this respect, fully consistent with the provisions of the Pinelands CMP, because
nothing in the provisions or objectives of the CMP mandates
the sewering of land that meets the WQMP Rule criteria as
environmentally sensitive. There is no conflict in the regulations of the two agencies, so, again, DEP has no basis for
ignoring the requirements of the WQMP Rules in this case.

Editor: Theresa Lettman

In the case of Atlantic County, the proposed FWSA map
includes areas that are indisputably environmentally sensitive. Such areas include not only numerous wetlands, but
also areas with Landscape Map ranks of 3 and above. For
example, the area along Avenue of the Pines in Hamilton
Township and either side of English Creek Road in Egg
Harbor Township have a Landscape rankings of 4, State
Endangered.
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The Pinelands needs your help...and so do we!
Please support our mission & become a member

Name:
Address:
City:

County:

State:

Phone (Day):

(Evening):

E-Mail:

Referred by:

Zip:

c Check enclosed payable to PPA
c Mastercard

c Visa

c Discover

Card Number:

Exp. Date:

Signature of Card Holder:
Membership Categories
Basic

c $35

Family

c $60

Sponsor

c $100

Patron

c $250

Benefactor

c $500

Chairman’s Circle c $1,000
Other

c ______

ALL MEMBERS RECEIVE:

A PPA membership card
A year’s subscription to Inside the Pinelands
A PPA window sticker
Discounts on PPA merchandise and events
A Sponsor will receive a copy of the Pine Barrens: Up Close & Natural DVD
A Patron will receive John McPhee’s seminal book The Pine Barrens
A Benefactor will receive The Pine Barrens of New Jersey, a photographic history of this region
Chairman’s Circle will receive the book Seasons of the Pines and a personalized tour of the Pinelands

Pinelands Preservation Alliance

Address Service Requested

Bishop Farmstead
17 Pemberton Road
Southampton, NJ 08088

Sewer Service mapping of Pinelands Villages

Please Recycle this newsletter! When finished give it to a friend or
neighbor and encourage them to learn about PPA’s mission and programs.
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